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Download

you can now use the expansion file urls to
download the expansion files and then
open them by installing the expansion
files using a "download apk to sd card"

flow using qubes settings. the apk
expansion files app must be installed first.

then, expand the "download apk to sd
card" flow in qubes settings. now that

your apk expansion file has been
uploaded to a 3rd party server, you need
to ask the server which licenses are valid.

ask the server for one of the following
restrictions: ignored licenses - this option
will cause the server to not respond with
valid licenses for any apk expansion files.

use this if you're bypassing client-side
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license checking. restrict to these licenses
- this option will cause the server to only

send valid licenses back to your
application. use this if you want to only

install apk expansion files on devices that
have specific licenses, or if you want to
delay the apk expansion file download.
the android app can play the expansion
files you receive from the server, if they

are of the type specified in the
apkexpansionkind class. this is a

convenience method of making sure that
you receive the correct kind of expansion

files. this can be used as an
apkexpansionpolicy subclass which

subclasses downloaderpolicy.
downloaderpolicy is a subclass of the

main downloadpolicy that is provided in
the googleplayserviceshelper library. the
problem with this method is that you are
limited to the types of files that are sent
by google play. for more details, see the

terms of service for google play for
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further details.
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with tabbed browsing, you must open
links in new tabs, which means you must
open the links in firefox. additionally, you

can start the links in new tabs or
windows, but you have to be careful what

you do. or maybe not. actually, i think i
can handle it because i get more than

enough to do already. also, i don't think it
really ever belonged on the site, seeing

as how it isn't natively an android
application. best move it to a forum

where the knowledgeable android users
can learn more about what it is.

otherwise, just ignore and let it go. recall
that the idownloaderclient must

implement a method called
ondownloadstatechanged() that is passed
an instance of the class downloadstate. if
the downloadstate has a different value

than download_pending or
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download_completed, then the
idownloaderclient implementation should

instantiate a new downloaderservice
instance to handle the download. the
method createstub(idownloaderclient,

downloaderservice) takes two arguments.
the first is an instance of the

idownloaderclient and the second is an
instance of downloaderservice. the
returned istub should be passed to

createstub() to continue the download.
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